
Position your company as a leader in offering extensive support and true equality for
working parents making it a desirable place to work for both mums and dads.
Increase staff satisfaction, motivation and engagement and therefore increase retention
of talented employees. 
Reduce recruitment costs and the demand on resources while suitable replacement
candidates are sought following the departure of a valued employee.
Enhance team dynamics and communication, productivity and performance.
Contribute to a Corporate Responsibility strategy. 

Why invest in these events for your employees?

For more information email
ursula@mumbelievable.com or donna@bedynamic.co.uk

What benefits can they expect?

Return to work with

www.mumbelievable.com
www.bedynamic.co.uk

CONFIDENCE

“One of the highlights was the range of ideas we covered.  There was some really practical advice

and useful activities to help me think about the logistics of going back, combined with opportunities

to give some real, deep thought to what I want from my return to work.  I genuinely feel that I have a

clearer, more positive picture of going back to work as a result of the work we did.”

Emily, a teacher going back to work in 2017 after her second child

“I hadn’t realised how much I wasn’t like myself. I know it’s a cliché but I did feel lighter, like a weight

was lifted on the journey home. I felt bubbly. Having the space and time to focus on confidence;

reflect on my current feelings about myself, parenting and returning to work; and learning about

and practising tools that can be used was brilliant. I feel so lucky to have been able to take part.”

Jen, a marine biologist going back to work in 2017 after her first child

What our clients say

A feeling of being valued, increasing motivation levels and driving engagement.
An opportunity to reconnect with their professional self, identifying their unique
strengths, skills and expertise and their positive impact within the workplace.
Ideas on how to take a proactive approach to their return including liaising with
management to design a plan for day one/week one, making the transition back to
work easier and enjoyable.
Techniques to support them with navigating the emotional impact of leaving their child
and returning to work, safeguarding their wellbeing and performance.
Time management tools that will support them in creating a healthy work/life balance.
Stress management strategies to enable them to be the best of themselves at work.
A renewed sense of self belief so that they can thrive and fullfil their true potential.

Bespoke one-day in-house events to
empower employees to return to work
feeling confident, motivated, supported
and ready to re-enter the workplace
after taking time out to have a family.  


